
Modular Context-Free GrammarsShuly Wintner (shuly�s.haifa.a.il)Department of Computer Siene, University of HaifaAbstrat. Given two ontext-free grammars (CFGs), G1 and G2, the languagegenerated by the union of the grammars is not the union of the languages generatedby eah grammar: L(G1[G2) 6= L(G1)[L(G2). In order to aount for modularity ofgrammars, another way of de�ning the meaning of grammars is needed. This paperadapts results from the semantis of logi programming languages to CFGs. Wedisuss alternative approahes for de�ning the denotation of a grammar, ulminatingin one whih we show to be both ompositional and fully-abstrat. We then show howgrammar modules an be de�ned suh that their semantis retains these desirableproperties. This gives a lear, mathematially sound way for omposing parts ofgrammars.Keywords: ontext-free grammars, modularity, programming language semantis1. IntrodutionThe tasks of developing large sale grammars for natural languages be-ome more and more ompliated: it is not unusual for a single grammarto be developed by a team inluding a number of linguists, omputa-tional linguists and omputer sientists. Computational grammars withbroad overage are omplex entities, sometimes made up by tens ofthousands of lines of ode (Oepen et al., 2000; Wahlster, 1997). In suha setup, the problems that grammar engineers fae when they designa broad-overage grammar for some natural language are very remi-nisent of the problems takled by software engineering (Erbah andUszkoreit, 1990). Considerable e�ort was invested in making parsersand other grammar manipulating systems more eÆient (Wintner andFranez, 1999; Carpenter and Penn, 1999; Callmeier, 2000; Maloufet al., 2000; Sarkar et al., 2000). However, while software develop-ers an bene�t from two deades of researh of software engineering,grammar engineering is in its infany. In most large-sale systems (e.g.,XTAG (The XTAG Researh Group, 1998), LKB (Copestake, 1999),ALE (Carpenter and Penn, 1999), et.) the grammar onsists of a singleoneptual entity (even when it is distributed over more than one �le),and very few provisions for modular development of grammars exist.Our goal in this paper is to provide a good de�nition for modules inontext-free grammars (CFGs) and de�ne module omposition in a waythat supports a transparent implementation. We fous on ontext-freegrammars, probably the simplest linguisti formalism that was ever 2001 Kluwer Aademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2 Shuly Wintnersuggested as appropriate for desribing the struture of natural lan-guages. It is widely believed today that CFGs are not expressive enoughfor this task. Still, the present work an serve as the departure point forexploration with more powerful formalisms, notably uni�ation-basedgrammars. We believe that the results reported here an be adequatelyextended to more expressive frameworks.1.1. MotivationThe motivation for modular grammar development systems is straight-forward. Construting large-sale grammars beomes muh simplerwhen the task an be leanly distributed among di�erent develop-ers, provided that well-de�ned interfaes govern the interation amongmodules. In an Internet era, modularity failitates the development ofseveral domain-spei� sub-grammars that an reside on di�erent sitesand be integrated with server-side modules on demand.Bak in 1990, Erbah and Uszkoreit (1990) observed thatThe development of large grammars is extremely slow. Existinglarge grammars have usually been developed by a single per-son... In omputer programming, modularization has proved tobe a useful onept for the distributed development of large pro-grams. [However, ℄ No methods exist for the modularization ofgrammars... A modularization onept would not only further ef-�ient development, it would also boost reusability and grammarevaluation.The needs for modularity are also aknowledged by, e.g., Woszzynaet al. (1998), who note that \Many of the advantages of modularityand shared libraries equally apply to the design of a ... grammar fora large domain," and by Lehmann et al. (1995), noting that \gram-mars need to be modular, and we need a useful working de�nition ofmodularity". The exat form of modularity an be debated: in a reentwork, Copestake and Flikinger (2000) laim that \Any grammar devel-opment environment should provide expliit support for ollaborativedevelopment", but state further:It is often suggested that the problem with grammar engineering isthat there is a lak of modularity, but it is not lear to us that thisis orret.Later, they agree that \there are other notions of modularity", butonlude that \despite the many aids to grammar engineering that havebeen developed, we think that to some extent it just has to be aeptedthat it really is inherently diÆult." We hope to show here a �rst steptowards a systemati solution of an inherently diÆult problem.
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 31.2. Related workWhile the needs are lear, solutions are few and far between; very fewattempts were made to address modularity diretly. In what follows wesurvey some of them.While not diretly useful for natural languages, attribute grammarsare a formalism that extends CFGs by augmenting non-terminal sym-bols with a at form of feature strutures. Attribute grammars areused primarily for speifying the syntax and semantis of programminglanguages; motivated by the need for more abstration in the spei�a-tion, Duek and Cormak (1990) desribe a mehanism for generatingattribute grammars from rules whih are grouped together as modularattribute grammars. The formalism an be viewed as a way to groupthe salar rules together; but it does not provide for interations amongdi�erent rules, and it does not de�ne the notion of a grammar module.Kasper and Krieger (1996) desribe a tehnique for dividing auni�ation-based grammar into two omponents, roughly along thesyntax/semantis axis. Their motivation is eÆieny: observing thatsyntax usually imposes more onstraints on permissible strutures, andsemantis usually mostly adds struture, they propose to parse withthe syntati onstraints �rst, and apply the semantis later. However,this proposal requires that a single grammar be given, from whih thetwo omponents an be derived. Also, they observe that the interse-tion of the languages generated by the two grammars does not yieldthe language of the original grammar. Another attempt to introduemodularity, as well as other grammar engineering tehniques, to a gram-matial formalism, was done in the ontext of ALEP (Theo�lidis et al.,1997; Bredenkamp et al., 1997). Here, too, the major onsideration iseÆieny; there is no disussion detailing how a grammar an be devel-oped in modules, or how grammar fragments are integrated. Still in theontext of uni�ation-based grammars, Lehmann et al. (1995) de�nemodules as sets of types in a system that is based on typed featurestrutures. This proposal is not fully worked out, but we disagree withone of its major assumptions, namely that \in order to reuse a modulefrom a grammar, its dependenies to other modules must be reduedto a minimum." On the ontrary, we seek a de�nition for modules thatwill expliate the interfae among modules and their interations. Ina di�erent work, Keselj (2001) builds on ideas introdued by Wintner(1999) to provide a de�nition of modular HPSG. The de�nition israther ad-ho, and no evaluation of its suitability or usefulness is given.Zaja and Amtrup (2000) present an implementation of a pipeline-like omposition operator that enables the grammar designer to breaka grammar into sub-grammars that are applied in a sequential manner
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4 Shuly Wintnerat run-time. Suh an organization is espeially useful for dividing thedevelopment proess into stages that orrespond to morphologial pro-essing, syntax, semantis, and so on. The notion of omposition hereis suh that sub-grammar Gi+1 operates on the output of sub-grammarGi; suh an organization might not be suitable for many grammardevelopment frameworks. A similar idea is proposed by Basili et al.(2000): it is an approah to parsing that divides the task into sub-tasks, whereby a module omponent Pi takes an input sentene at agiven state of analysis Si and augments this information in Si+1 usinga knowledge base Ki. Here, too, it is the proessing system, not thegrammar, whih is modularized in a pipeline fashion.A di�erent approah to designing modular grammars is employedby Woszzyna et al. (1998). Here, grammars enode semanti infor-mation rather than syntati struture, and thus interations amongdi�erent modules are kept to a minimum. The sub-domain grammarsdraw from a shared library of rules in order to maintain onsisteny inthe treatment of ommon objets suh as dates or time expressions; butthe parser tags sub-trees aording to their sub-domain, whih impliesthat the interation among modules is minimal.1.3. MethodologyWhat is missing from most of the works desribed above is a system-ati methodology for developing a onept of modules. As Erbah andUszkoreit (1990) point out,A prerequisite for ahieving the reusability of grammatial re-soures are mathematial onepts and a representation languagefor the abstrat spei�ation of grammatial knowledge. An ab-strat delarative spei�ation language with a lean semantis isneeded.In this work we de�ne suh a semantis and use it to drive a \good"de�nition of modules in CFGs. To motivate our approah, we notethat a na��ve de�nition of modules would not do. Suppose one de�nesa module simply as a ontext-free grammar, with a simple operationthat omposes modules by unioning their omponents (non-terminalsymbols, terminal symbols and rules). Sine rules of two di�erent mod-ules an interat in the omposed grammar, the language generatedby the omposed grammar would not be the union of the languagesgenerated by the two modules. A (formal) solution would have beento rename the non-terminals apart, but this will eliminate any haneof interation between the two modules, and simply serve to de�ne agrammar for unioning the respetive languages. What we seek here isa de�nition that will failitate suh interation.
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 5It is ustomary in omputational linguistis to view grammars asomputer programs and grammar formalisms as high-level, delara-tive programming languages (Pereira and Warren, 1983; Pereira andShieber, 1984; Shieber et al., 1995). Extending this view, it is possible toadapt theoretial results obtained in the area of programming languagesemantis to the investigation of grammar formalisms. Our departurepoint in this work is the belief that any advanes in grammar engi-neering must be preeded by a more theoretial work, onentrating onthe semantis of grammars. This view reets the situation in logiprogramming, where developments in alternative de�nitions for thesemantis of prediate logi led to implementations of various programomposition operators (Bugliesi et al., 1994).Why is formal semantis important? To use the terminology ofDonahue (1976), \the primary goal of formal semantis is to pro-vide more e�etive ommuniation between the language designer andthe various audienes with an interest in the language." This kind ofommuniation an take di�erent forms (Ghezzi and Jazayeri, 1987,Chapter 9): �rst and foremost, grammar semantis provides a rigorousand unambiguous de�nition of the grammatial formalism. It providesa basis for omparing di�erent formalisms and within a given formal-ism, omparing di�erent grammars. It is independent of a partiularimplementation, and thus onstruts that are based on lear semantisare potentially more likely to be reusable aross platforms. It formsthe basis for proving the orretness of an implementation: it an bemathematially shown that a ertain grammar implementation (suhas a parser) is faithful to its spei�ation. And it forms the basis forgrammar orretness proofs: with a well-de�ned semantis a gram-mar designer an prove mathematially that a ertain grammar, ora grammar fragment, has a partiular e�et. As we shall see below,understanding the semantis of grammar formalisms better an lead tonatural de�nitions for grammar omposition operators: the semantisan drive the de�nition of suh operators. Another bene�t of researhon grammar semantis is that it an be used to implement grammarmanipulation programs suh as parsers or generators, in a similar wayto the use of programming language semantis for the onstrution ofompilers and interpreters.There are several ways to de�ne the semantis of a programminglanguage (or a grammar formalism). Informally, a semantis assigns ameaning, or a denotation, to every grammar. It also provides a wayto abstrat away from the struture of the grammar itself: it induesa natural equivalene relation on grammars, whereby two grammarsare equivalent if and only if they have the same denotations. As weare motivated by modularity onsiderations, we seek a semantis that
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6 Shuly Wintnerwill equate exatly these grammars whih \behave" the same in everyontext. In other words, we searh for a de�nition that will guaranteethat two grammars are equivalent if and only if they an be freelysubstituted for eah other, no matter what other grammars they areomposed with.To formalize this notion we introdue two onepts, well estab-lished in the theory of programming language semantis (Tennet,1991, Chapter 1): ompositionality (Sott and Strahey, 1971) andfull-abstration (Milner, 1975). Compositionality ensures that the de-notation of a grammar is expressed as a funtion of the denotationsof its omponents. An important bene�t of ompositionality is thatreplaing any omponent of a grammar by a semantially equivalentomponent yields a grammar that is semantially equivalent to theoriginal. Another bene�t is that it allows properties of grammars to beproven by indution on the struture of the omposite grammar.Compositionality an always be ahieved in a trivial way by settingthe denotation of a grammar to be the grammar itself. However, suh atrivial semantis makes too many distintions between grammars thatmight otherwise be onsidered equivalent. A \good" semantis shouldmap grammars that are abstratly equivalent into the same equiva-lene lass; a semantis that makes unneessary distintions is \tooonrete". An ideal semantis is fully-abstrat: it does not distinguishgrammar fragments semantially unless there exist ontexts for thesefragments that allow the di�erenes to be observed.In setion 2 we survey two existing approahes, operational anddenotational, to the semantis of grammars. We show that they areequivalent and that both are not ompositional. We experiment withalternative semantis in setions 3 and 4, eventually getting at one thatis both ompositional and fully-abstrat. We then disuss grammarmodularity in setion 5, de�ning grammar modules and showing thatthe hosen semantis is indeed fully-abstrat for modular CFGs as well.2. Semantis of CFGsWhen formal languages are onerned, one usually thinks of grammarsas formal entities whih denote languages. In other words, one usuallyonsiders two grammars to be equivalent if (and only if) they generatethe same language. When grammars are used for natural languages,it is sometimes required that two equivalent grammars also assignisomorphi (or even idential) trees to the sentenes they generate.A general way to look at these possibilities is to view grammars assyntati notions whih denote some other entities. The denotation of
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 7a grammar G an be its language, L(G); or a set of pairs hw; �i suhthat w 2 L(G) and � is some tree assigned to it by G. In other words, asemantis is a funtion that assoiates some mathematial entity (suhas a set) with eah grammar. In this setion and the next two weexperiment with various de�nitions for the semantis of CFGs.Of ourse, the hoie of semantis annot be arbitrary: one wouldlike a semantis to reet in some way \what the grammar is doing".To formalize this intuitive notion we de�ne an observables funtion,assoiating a set Ob(G) with eah grammar G. In the domain of pro-gramming languages, the observables funtion reets the input{outputrelation. The most natural observables for a grammar would be itslanguage, but an alternative hoie would be to take all the derivablestrings, paired with the ategory that derives them. This provides moredetailed information about the grammar, inluding all the \phrases"it de�nes, paired with their respetive syntati ategory. In this workwe take Ob(G) to be fhw;Ai j w 2 LA(G)g (w 2 LA(G) if w an bederived from the ategory A in G, see below), although all the resultsstill hold when Ob(G) is taken to be L(G). This notion of observableswill be re�ned in setion 4 to reet the view of the lexion as input tothe grammar.To relate the semantis to the observables funtion, thereby on-straining its arbitrariness, one usually requires that the semantis beorret. A semantis is orret if whenever two grammars have thesame denotation, they also have the same observables. Of ourse, if onede�nes the denotation of a grammar to be its observables, orretnessfollows trivially; but it is possible to de�ne a orret semantis that isdi�erent from the observables funtion. We investigate suh possibilitiesbelow.2.1. Basi definitionsGrammars are de�ned over a �xed, non-empty, �nite set Words ofwords. Meta-variables a and w range over Words and strings ofwords (elements of Words�), respetively. A ontext-free grammaris a quadruple hV;�; P ;Asi, where V is a �nite set of non-terminalsymbols, or ategories; � :Words! 2V is a total funtion, a lexion,assoiating a �nite, possibly empty set of ategories with eah word;P is a �nite set of prodution rules, eah an element of V � V �; andAs � V is a set of ategories, the start symbols.1 Meta-variables A;S1 It is easy to see how this de�nition orresponds to the standard one, where rulesan inorporate terminals diretly and only one start symbol is present. We deviatefrom the standard de�nition to failitate the de�nition of modules. Note that thede�nition allows empty grammars (where V = P = Sa2Words�(a) = ;).
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8 Shuly Wintnerrange over ategories and �; �| over forms, (possibly empty) sequenesthereof. A rule (A; (A1; : : : ; An)) is written A ! A1; : : : ; An, and A isits head. If n = 0 the rule is an �-rule (sometimes denoted simply A).IN denotes the set f0; 1; 2; : : :g. For two funtions f , g, over the same(set) domain and range, f + g is de�ned as �I:f(I)[ g(I); f � g i� forall I, f(I) � g(I); and f Æ g denotes funtion omposition.Figure 1 depits an example grammar. V is the smallest setontaining all the ategories that our in P and �.As : fSgP : S ! NP VPVP ! VVP ! V NPNP ! D NNP ! PN
� : sleeps 7! fVgloves 7! fVgMary 7! fPNgJohn 7! fPNgthe 7! fDgman 7! fNgFigure 1. An example grammarA form � derives a form �0 in a grammar G = hV;�; P ;Asi (denoted� )G �0) i� � = �lA�r and �0 = �lA1 � � �An�r and A! A1 � � �An 2 P .The reexive transitive losure of `)G' is ` �)G'. The language of aategory A in grammar G, LA(G), is fa1 � � � an j A �)G A1; : : : ; An andfor every 1 � i � n, Ai 2 �(ai)g. The language of a grammar G, L(G),is SS2As LS(G).Fix a grammar G = hV;�; P ;Asi. Let Items be the set f[w; i; A; j℄ jw 2 Words�, A 2 V and i; j 2 INg. Let I = 2Items. Meta-variablesx; y range over items and I { over sets of items. When I is ordered byset inlusion it forms a omplete lattie with set union as a least upperbound (lub) operation. A funtion T : I ! I is monotone if wheneverI1 � I2, also T (I1) � T (I2). It is ontinuous if for every hain I1 � I2 �� � �, T (Sj<! Ij) = Sj<! T (Ij). If a funtion T is monotone it has a least�xpoint (Tarski-Knaster theorem); if T is also ontinuous, the �xpointan be obtained by iterative appliation of T to the empty set (Kleenetheorem): lfp(T ) = T " !, where T " 0 = ; and T " n = T (T " (n� 1))when n is a suessor ordinal and Sk<n(T " k) when n is a limit ordinal.2.2. Operational semantisAs Van Emden and Kowalski (1976) note, \to de�ne an operationalsemantis for a programming language is to de�ne an implementational
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 9independent interpreter for it. For prediate logi the proof proedurebehaves as suh an interpreter." Shieber et al. (1995) view parsing asa dedutive proess that proves laims about the grammatial statusof strings from assumptions derived from the grammar. Following thisinsight, a dedutive system for parsing CFGs an serve as a method forde�ning their operational semantis.DEFINITION 1. The dedutive parsing system assoiated with agrammar G = hV;�; P ;Asi is de�ned over Items and is haraterizedby:Axioms: [�; i; A; i℄ if A is an �-rule in P ; [a; i; A; i + 1℄ if A 2 �(a)Goals: [w; 0; S; jwj℄ where S 2 AsInferene rules:[wi; i1; A1; j1℄; : : : ; [wk; ik; Ak; jk℄ if jl = il+1 for 1 � l < k andi = i1 and j = jk and[w1 � � �wk; i; A; j℄ A! A1; : : : ; Ak 2 PWhen an item [w; i; A; j℄ an be dedued, applying k times the in-ferene rules assoiated with a grammar G, we write G`k[w; i; A; j℄(where k = 1 means using the axioms only for the dedution). Whenthe number of inferene steps is irrelevant we omit it. The operationaldenotation of a grammar G, then, is [[G℄℄op = fx j G ` xg. It is easy toshow how the operational semantis orresponds to the language of agrammar:THEOREM 1. w 2 LA(G) i� G ` [w; 0; A; jwj℄.2.3. Denotational semantisAs an alternative to the operational semantis desribed above, Pereiraand Shieber (1984) de�ne denotational semantis through a �xpointof a transformational operator assoiated with grammars. Assoiatewith a grammar G an operator TG that, analogously to the immediateonsequene operator of logi programming, an be thought of as a\parsing step" operator in the ontext of CFGs.DEFINITION 2. Let TG : I ! I be a transformation on sets of items,where for every I � Items, [w; i; A; j℄ 2 TG(I) i� either� there exist y1; : : : ; yk 2 I suh that yl = [wl; il; Al; jl℄ for 1 �l � k and il+1 = jl for 1 � l < k and i1 = i and jk = j andA! A1; : : : ; Ak 2 P and w = w1 � � �wk; or
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10 Shuly Wintner� i = j and A is an �-rule in P and w = �; or� i+ 1 = j and jwj = 1 and A 2 �(w).For every grammar G, TG is monotone and ontinuous, and henethe least �xpoint of TG exists and lfp(TG) = TG " !. Following theparadigm of logi programming languages, de�ne a �xpoint semantisfor CFGs by taking the least �xpoint of the parsing step operator asthe denotation of a grammar.DEFINITION 3. The �xpoint denotation of a grammar G is[[G℄℄fp = lfp(TG).THEOREM 2. The operational and the denotational semantis oin-ide: x 2 lfp(TG) i� G ` x.Proof.� If G`nx then x 2 TG " n. By indution on n: if n = 1 then x isan axiom and therefore either x = [a; i; A; i + 1℄ and A 2 �(a)or x = [�; i; A; i℄ and A is an �-rule. By the de�nition of TG,TG(;) = f[�; i; A; j℄ j A is an �-ruleg [ f[w; i; A; i + 1℄ j jwj =1 and A 2 �(w)g, so x 2 TG " 1.Assume that the hypothesis holds for n � 1; assume thatG`n[w; i; A; j℄ for n > 1. Then the inferene rule must be applied atleast one, i.e., there exist items [w1; i1; A1; j1℄; : : :, [wk; ik; Ak; jk℄suh that jl = il+1 for 1 � l < k and i = i1 and j = jk andA ! A1; : : : ; An 2 P . Furthermore, for every 1 � l � k, the item[wl; il; Al; jl℄ an be dedued in n�1 steps: G`n�1[wl; il; Al; jl℄. Bythe indution hypothesis, for every 1 � l � k, [wl; il; Al; jl℄ 2 TG "(n � 1). By the de�nition of TG, applying the �rst lause of thede�nition, [w; i; A; j℄ 2 TG(TG " (n� 1)) = TG " n.� If x 2 TG " n then G`nw. By indution on n: if n = 1, that is,[w; i; A; j℄ 2 TG " 1, then either i = j, w = � and A is an �-rulein G, or i + 1 = j and A 2 �(w). In the �rst ase, G`1[w; i; A; j℄by the �rst axiom of the dedutive proedure; in the other ase,G`1[w; i; A; j℄ by the seond axiom.Assume that the hypothesis holds for n� 1 and that [w; i; A; j℄ 2TG " n = TG(TG " (n � 1)). Then there exist items y1; : : : ; yk 2TG " (n�1) suh that yl = [wl; il; Al; jl℄ for 1 � l � k and il+1 = jlfor 1 � l < k and i1 = 1 and jk = j and A! A1; : : : ; An 2 P andw = w1 � � �wk. By the indution hypothesis, for every 1 � l � k,G`n�1[wl; il; Al; jl℄, and the inferene rule is appliable, so by anadditional step of dedution we obtain G`n[w; i; A; j℄.
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 112.4. CompositionalityThe hoie of semantis indues a natural equivalene relation on gram-mars: given a semantis `[[�℄℄', G1 � G2 i� [[G1℄℄ = [[G2℄℄. Reall that asemantis is orret if whenever G1 � G2, also Ob(G1) = Ob(G2). Theway we de�ned it, the operational semantis of a grammar, `[[�℄℄op', isorret (by theorem 1). By theorem 2, this holds for the denotationalsemantis `[[�℄℄fp', too.But orretness is only a suÆient ondition for a good semantis.We are onerned in this paper with the omposition of grammar frag-ments, or modules, through some omposition operator de�ned overCFGs. In order for a semantis to be useful in this ontext, it mustalso be ompositional. Intuitively, if a semantis is ompositional, thenwhenever two grammars are equivalent they an be interhanged in anyontext without e�eting the observables. This property is importantfor a variety of reasons: for example, when onstruting an optimizingompiler for grammars, one an de�ne a denotation-preserving opti-mization and use the optimized ode instead of the original one withoutobstruting the observed behavior of the grammar. This is only possiblewhen the semantis is known to be ompositional.DEFINITION 4. Let `�' be a (ommutative) omposition operationon grammars. A (orret) semantis `[[�℄℄' is ompositional (Gaifmanand Shapiro, 1989) with respet to `�' if whenever [[G1℄℄ = [[G2℄℄ and[[G3℄℄ = [[G4℄℄, also [[G1 � G3℄℄ = [[G2 � G4℄℄. It is ommuting (Brogiet al., 1992) with respet to `�' if there exists a ombination operatoron denotations, `�', suh that [[G1 �G2℄℄ = [[G1℄℄ � [[G2℄℄.While we are only interested in ompositionality here, ommutativityis a stronger notion: if a semantis is ommuting with respet to someoperator then it is ompositional (Wintner, 1999b). It will sometimesbe easier to prove ommutativity rather than ompositionality.We now de�ne a simple omposition operator, alled grammarunion, on CFGs. This is probably the most natural, even na��ve, om-position operator: it simply unions the omponents of two grammars.For real grammar development appliations, this operator might turnout to be insuÆient, but it seems to be a neessary one. In the rest ofthis work, we limit the disussion to this single grammar ompositionoperator.DEFINITION 5. The union of two CFGs, G1 = hV1;�1; P 1; As1i andG2 = hV2;�2; P 2; As2i, denoted G1 ℄G2, is a new grammar G = hV1 [V2;�1 +�2; P1 [ P2; As1 [As2i.
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12 Shuly WintnerG1 : G2 : G1 ℄G2 :As : fSg fg fSgP : S ! NP VP S ! NP VPVP ! V VP ! VVP ! V NP VP ! V NPNP ! D N NP ! D NNP ! PN NP ! PN� : sleeps 7! fVg sleeps 7! fVgloves 7! fVg loves 7! fVgMary 7! fPNg Mary 7! fPNgJohn 7! fPNg John 7! fPNgthe 7! fDg the 7! fDgman 7! fNg man 7! fNgFigure 2. Grammar unionFigure 2 exempli�es grammar union. Observe that for every twogrammars G1 and G2, G1 ℄G2 = G2 ℄G1.THEOREM 3. `[[�℄℄op' is not ompositional with respet to grammarunion.Proof. Consider again the grammars of �gure 2. Let G01 be the sameas G1, with the only di�erene being that P 01 = P 1 n fVP ! V NPg.Now [[G1℄℄op = [[G01℄℄op = f[loves; i; V; i+1℄gi�0[f[loves; i;VP; i+1℄gi�0[f[sleeps; i; V; i+1℄gi�0 [ f[sleeps; i;VP; i+1℄gi�0. But when omposedwith G2, both grammars yield di�erent denotations. Sine G01 laks therule VP ! V NP , no sentenes with transitive verbs are generated.For example, for x = [John loves Mary; 0; S; 3℄, x 2 [[G1 ℄ G2℄℄op butx 62 [[G01℄G2℄℄op. Thus, [[G1℄℄op = [[G01℄℄op but [[G1℄G2℄℄op 6= [[G01℄G2℄℄opand hene `[[�℄℄op' is not ompositional.Observe that the rule VP ! V NP ontributes nothing to the deno-tation of G1, thereby allowing [[G1℄℄op to be equal to [[G01℄℄op. However,when G1 is omposed with G2, this rule an be used in a derivation,yielding [[G1 ℄G2℄℄op 6= [[G01 ℄G2℄℄op. The denotational semantis `[[�℄℄fp'will not be any di�erent, of ourse, but it provides a better startingpoint for experimenting with alternative de�nitions.
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 133. A ompositional semantisTo overome the problems delineated above, we follow Manarella andPedreshi (1988) in moving one step further, onsidering the grammartransformation operator itself (rather than its �xpoint) as the denota-tion of a grammar. For the following disussion, we �x the observablesfuntion `Ob' and the grammar union operator `℄'.DEFINITION 6. The algebrai denotation of a grammar G is[[G℄℄al = TG. G1 �al G2 i� TG1 = TG2 .Not only is this semantis ompositional, it is also ommuting with re-spet to grammar union, when a omposition operation on denotationsis de�ned as:TG1 � TG2 = TG1 + TG2 = �I:TG1(I) [ TG2(I)THEOREM 4. The semantis `[[�℄℄al' is ommuting with respet togrammar union and `�': for every two grammars G1, G2, [[G1℄℄al �[[G2℄℄al = [[G1 ℄G2℄℄al.Proof. We show that for every set of items I, TG1℄G2(I) = TG1(I)[TG2(I).� if x 2 TG1(I)[TG2(I) then either x 2 TG1(I) or x 2 TG2(I). Fromthe de�nition of grammar union, x 2 TG1℄G2(I) in any ase.� if x 2 TG1℄G2(I) then x an be added by either of the three lausesin the de�nition of TG.� if x is added by the �rst lause then there is a rule � 2 P 1[P 2that lienses x. Then either � 2 P 1 or � 2 P 2, but in any ase� would have liensed the same item, so either x 2 TG1(I) orx 2 TG2(I).� if x is added by the seond lause then there is an �-rule inG1 ℄G2 due to whih x is added, and by the same rationaleeither x 2 TG1(I) or x 2 TG2(I).� if x is added by the third lause then x = [w; i; A; i + 1℄ andjwj = 1 and A 2 (�1 + �2)(w). Then either A 2 �1(w) orA 2 �2(w), and therefore x 2 TG1(I) [ TG2(I).Intuitively, sine TG aptures only one step of the omputation, itannot apture interations among di�erent rules in the (unioned)grammar, and hene taking TG to be the denotation of G yields aompositional semantis.
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14 Shuly WintnerThe TG operator reets the struture of the grammar better thanits �xpoint. In other words, the equivalene relation indued by TG is�ner than the relation indued by lfp(TG). The question is, how �ne isthe `�al' relation? To make sure that a semantis is not too �ne, oneusually heks the reverse diretion.DEFINITION 7. A semantis `[[�℄℄' is fully abstrat i�[[G1℄℄ = [[G2℄℄ i� for all G, Ob(G1 ℄G) = Ob(G2 ℄G)Intuitively, if a semantis is ompositional and fully-abstrat, then twogrammars are equivalent i� they an be interhanged in every ontext.PROPOSITION 5. The algebrai semantis `[[�℄℄al' is not fully abstrat.Proof. Let G1 be the grammar As1 = fSg;�1 = ;; P 1 =fS ! NP VP ; NP ! NPg and G2 be the grammar As2 = fSg;�2 =;; P 2 = fS ! NP VPg� G1 6�al G2: beause TG1(f[w; i;NP; j℄g) = f[w; i;NP; j℄g butTG2(f[w; i;NP; j℄g) = ;� for all G, Ob(G ℄G1) = Ob(G ℄G2). The only di�erene betweenG ℄ G1 and G ℄ G2 is the presene of the rule NP ! NP in theformer. This rule an ontribute nothing to a derivation, sine anyitem it lienses must already be derivable. Therefore, any itemderivable with G ℄ G1 is also derivable with G ℄ G2 and heneOb(G ℄G1) = Ob(G ℄G2).A simple solution to the problem would have been to onsider,instead of TG, the following operator as the denotation of G:[[G℄℄id = �I:TG(I) [ IIn other words, the semantis is TG + Id, where Id is the identityoperator. Evidently, for G1 and G2 of the above proof, [[G1℄℄id = [[G2℄℄id,so they no longer onstitute a ounter example. Also, it is easy to seethat the proof of theorem 4 requires only a slight modi�ation for it tohold in this ase, so TG + Id is ommuting (and hene ompositional).Unfortunately, this does not solve the problem. Let G1 be thegrammarAs1 = ;;�1 = ;; P 1 = fA1 ! A2; A2 ! A3; A3 ! A1gand G2 be the grammarAs1 = ;;�1 = ;; P 2 = fA1 ! A3; A2 ! A1; A3 ! A2g
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 15To see that [[G1℄℄id 6= [[G2℄℄id, observe that TG1(f[w; i; A1; j℄g) =f[w; i; A1; j℄; [w; i; A3 ; j℄g; however, TG2(f[w; i; A1 ; j℄g) =f[w; i; A1; j℄; [w; i; A2 ; j℄g. To see that Ob(G ℄ G1) = Ob(G ℄ G2)for every G, observe that every rule appliation in either G1 or G2 anbe modeled by two rule appliations in the other grammar, and heneevery ategory derivable in G ℄ G1 is derivable in G ℄ G2 and vieversa. 4. A ompositional and fully-abstrat semantisThe hoie of lfp(TG) as the denotation of a grammar is \too rude"(it identi�es grammars that behave di�erently when omposed withother grammars); TG+ Id is \too �ne" (it distinguishes between gram-mars that an be interhanged in any ontext); the \right" semantis,therefore, lies somewhere in between. Lassez and Maher (1984) suggestthe following semantis for logi programs: rather than onsider theoperator assoiated with the entire program, they only look at therules (exluding the fats), and take the meaning of a program to bethe funtion that is obtained by in�nite appliations of the operatorassoiated with the rules. We adapt below the results of Lassez andMaher (1984) and Maher (1988) to CFGs.The main idea is to view the grammar as two separate units: therules and the lexion. The rules enode the operation of the gram-mar, while the lexion (whih onsists of the lexial entries and alsothe �-rules, viewed as lexial entries of the empty word) is input tothis operation. This separation is motivated by both linguisti andomputational onsiderations. Contemporary linguisti theories learlydistinguish between the grammar and the lexion; and omputationalimplementations suh as parsers also tend to manipulate the lexion \ondemand": rather than ompile the entire lexion, only the lexial entriesof words in a given input are ompiled at run-time. In this setion weshow that viewing the lexion as input to the grammar supports aompositional and fully-abstrat de�nition for grammar semantis.First, we assoiate the following operator with a grammar:DEFINITION 8. Let RG : I ! I be a transformation on sets ofitems, where for every I � Items, [w; i; A; j℄ 2 RG(I) i� there existy1; : : : ; yk 2 I suh that yl = [wl; il; Al; jl℄ for 1 � l � k and il+1 = jlfor 1 � l < k and i1 = i and jk = j and A ! A1; : : : ; Ak 2 P andw = w1 � � �wk.The funtional denotation of a grammar G is [[G℄℄fn = (RG +Id)! = �1n=0(RG + Id)n. Notie that this is a funtion (from sets tosets), not a set.
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16 Shuly WintnerRG is de�ned similarly to TG (de�nition 2), ignoring the items added(by TG) due to �-rules and lexial items. LetIG = f[�; i; A; i℄ j A is an �-rule in Gg [ f[a; i; A; i + 1℄ j A 2 �(a)gThen for every grammar G and every set of items I, TG(I) = RG(I) [IG. Furthermore, the funtional semantis is naturally related to the�xpoint semantis: when the former is applied to IG, it yields the latter.THEOREM 6. For every grammar G, (RG + Id)!(IG) = lfp(TG).Proof. We show that for every n, (TG + Id) " n = (�n�1k=0(RG +Id)k)(IG) by indution on n.For n = 1, (TG + Id) " 1 = (TG + Id)((TG + Id) " 0) = (TG +Id)(;). Clearly, the only items added by TG are due to the seond andthird lauses of de�nition 2, whih are exatly IG. Also, (�0k=0(RG +Id)k)(IG) = (RG + Id)0(IG) = IG.Assume that the proposition holds for n�1, that is, (TG+Id) " (n�1) =(�n�2k=0(RG + Id)k)(IG). Then(TG + Id) " n = (TG + Id)((TG + Id) " (n� 1))de�nition of "= (TG + Id)((�n�2k=0(RG + Id)k)(IG))by the indution hypothesis= (RG + Id)((�n�2k=0(RG + Id)k)(IG)) [ IGsine TG(I) = RG(I) [ IG= (RG + Id)((�n�2k=0(RG + Id)k)(IG))= (�n�1k=0(RG + Id)k)(IG)Hene (RG + Id)!(IG) = (TG + Id) " ! = lfp(TG).Separating the lexion from the grammar requires that the de�ni-tion of observables be amended, to reet the fat that the lexion isonly available at run-time. In other words, the observables of a givengrammar must be de�ned with respet to a given input. Thus, letOb(G; I) = fhw;Ai j [w; 0; A; jwj℄ 2 [[G℄℄fn(I)gA semantis is orret i� G1 � G2 implies that for all I, Ob(G1; I) =Ob(G2; I). Clearly, for every given set of items I, if [[G1℄℄fn = [[G2℄℄fnthen [[G1℄℄fn(I) = [[G2℄℄fn(I), and hene `[[�℄℄fn' is orret. When theinput is taken to be IG, the expeted observables are obtained:THEOREM 7. For every grammar G, hw;Ai 2 Ob(G; IG) i� w 2LA(G).
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 17Proof. Let x = [w; 0; A; jwj℄. Then:hw;Ai 2 Ob(G; IG) i� x 2 [[G℄℄fn(IG) de�nition of Obi� x 2 lfp(TG) by theorem 6i� G ` x by theorem 2i� w 2 LA(G) by theorem 1To show that `[[�℄℄fn' is ompositional we must de�ne an operatorfor ombining denotations. Unfortunately, the simplest operator, `+',would not do. To see that, onsider the following grammars:G1 : As1 = ;;�1 = ;; P 1 = fS ! VPgG2 : As2 = ;;�2 = ;; P 2 = fVP ! V gObserve that, for x = [w; i; V; j℄,[[G1℄℄fn(fxg) = fxg[[G2℄℄fn(fxg) = fx; [w; i; V P; j℄g[[G1 ℄G2℄℄fn(fxg) = fx; [w; i; V P; j℄; [w; i; S; j℄gThat is, ([[G1℄℄fn + [[G2℄℄fn)(fxg) = [[G1℄℄fn(fxg) [ [[G2℄℄fn(fxg) 6= [[G1 ℄G2℄℄fn(fxg).However, de�ne [[G1℄℄fn�[[G2℄℄fn to be ([[G1℄℄fn+[[G2℄℄fn)!. Then `[[�℄℄fn'is ommuting with respet to `�' and `℄'.LEMMA 8. For every two grammars G1; G2, ([[G1℄℄fn + [[G2℄℄fn) �([[G1℄℄fn Æ [[G2℄℄fn).Proof. Reall that if f; g are two funtions over the same domainand range, f � g i� for all I, f(I) � g(I); and f Æ g denotes funtionomposition. Clearly, for every grammar G and set I,(�) (RG + Id)!(I) � I sine (RG + Id)(I) � INow ([[G1℄℄fn Æ [[G2℄℄fn)(I) = [[G1℄℄fn([[G2℄℄fn(I)). [[G2℄℄fn(I) � I, hene[[G1℄℄fn([[G2℄℄fn(I)) � [[G2℄℄fn(I). From (*) and monotoniity, also[[G1℄℄fn([[G2℄℄fn(I)) � [[G1℄℄fn(I). Hene ([[G1℄℄fnÆ [[G2℄℄fn)(I) � ([[G1℄℄fn+[[G2℄℄fn)(I) and ([[G1℄℄fn + [[G2℄℄fn) � ([[G1℄℄fn Æ [[G2℄℄fn).LEMMA 9. For every grammar G, [[G℄℄fn is idempotent: [[G℄℄fn Æ[[G℄℄fn = [[G℄℄fn.Proof. (Lassez and Maher, 1984) For every I, ([[G℄℄fn Æ [[G℄℄fn)(I) =((RG+Id)!Æ(RG+Id)!)(I) = (RG+Id)!((RG+Id)!(I)) = �1i=0(RG+Id)i(�1j=0(RG + Id)j(I)) = �1i=0�1j=0(RG + Id)i+j(I) = �1m=0(RG +Id)m(I) = (RG + Id)!(I) = [[G℄℄fn.
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18 Shuly WintnerTHEOREM 10. [[G1 ℄G2℄℄fn = [[G1℄℄fn � [[G2℄℄fn.Proof. (Lassez and Maher, 1984)[[G1 ℄G2℄℄fn = (RG1 + Id+RG2 + Id)!� ((RG1 + Id)! + (RG2 + Id)!)!sine RG + Id � (RG + Id)! for every G� ((RG1 + Id)! Æ (RG2 + Id)!)!by lemma 8� ((RG1℄G2 + Id)! Æ (RG1℄G2 + Id)!)!sine G1 ℄G2 � G1 and G1 ℄G2 � G2= ([[G1 ℄G2℄℄fn Æ [[G1 ℄G2℄℄fn)!de�nition of `[[�℄℄fn'= ([[G1 ℄G2℄℄fn)!by lemma 9= [[G1 ℄G2℄℄fnsine (f!)! = f!Thus all the inequations are equations, and in partiular [[G1℄G2℄℄fn =((RG1 + Id)! + (RG2 + Id)!)! = ([[G1℄℄!fn + [[G2℄℄!fn)! = ([[G1℄℄fn +[[G2℄℄fn)! = [[G1℄℄fn � [[G2℄℄fn.Sine `[[�℄℄fn' is ommuting, it is also ompositional. Furthermore,one the lexion (inluding �-rules) is viewed as input to the grammar,the semantis is also fully-abstrat:THEOREM 11. The semantis `[[�℄℄fn' is fully abstrat: for every twogrammars G1 and G2, if for every grammar G and set of items I,Ob(G1 ℄G; I) = Ob(G2 ℄G; I), then G1 �fn G2.Proof. Assume towards a ontradition that [[G1℄℄fn 6= [[G2℄℄fn andstill for all I and all G, Ob(G1 ℄GI) = Ob(G2 ℄GI). Without loss ofgenerality, assume that for x = [w; i; A; j℄, there exists I suh that x 2[[G1℄℄fn(I) but x 62 [[G2℄℄fn(I). Let G = hV [ fAg;�; P ;Asi be a CFG,where V = fS;B1; B2g is a set of ategories suh that V \(V1[V2) = ;,�(a) = ; for every a, As = fSg and � = S ! B1 A B2 is the only rulein P . Let y = [w; 0; S; jwj℄, y1 = [�; 0; B1; i℄, y2 = [�; j; B2; jwj℄ andJ = I [ fy1; y2g.hw;Si 2 Ob(G1 ℄G; J): beause � an be applied to y1; x; y2, yieldingexatly y.hw;Si 62 Ob(G2 ℄G; J): beause the only ourrene of S is in �, theremust be an appliation of � in G2 ℄ G. For � to apply, x must bederivable in G2 ℄ G. Sine neither y1 nor y2 an ontribute to suh aderivation (sine B1 and B2 our nowhere else in G2 ℄G), x must be
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 19derivable in G2, in ontradition to the assumption.Hene Ob(G1 ℄ G; J) 6= Ob(G2 ℄ G; J), in ontradition to theassumption. Hene `[[�℄℄fn' is fully abstrat.5. Grammar modulesIn the previous setion we de�ned a ompositional and fully-abstratsemantis for ontext-free grammars (with respet to the grammarunion operator). In order to get at the right semantis, we separated thegrammar to two omponents { the rules and the lexion { and viewedthe rules as operating on the lexion, whih is viewed as input. We annow extend this view, and allow the grammar to operate on inputs otherthan the lexion. In partiular, with the semanti de�nition onstrutedin the previous setion, we an view a grammar as operating on a set ofitems generated by some other grammar: the denotation of a grammaris a funtion from sets of items to sets of items, and the input tosome grammar an be any set, not just the one onstruted for thelexion. This failitates a natural de�nition for the interfae betweentwo grammars whih we work out in this setion.Following Gaifman and Shapiro (1989), we de�ne two hannelsfor interation among modules: a set of import and a set of exportategories.DEFINITION 9. A grammar module is a quadruple M =hG; Im;Ex; Inti, where G = hV;�; P ;Asi is a CFG and Im;Ex; Intpartition V into three disjoint lasses. M1 = hG1; Im1; Ex1; Int1iand M2 = hG2; Im2; Ex2; Int2i are omposable i� Ex1 \ Ex2 = ;and Int1 \ V2 = Int2 \ V1 = ;. In this ase, their omposition,denoted M1 d M2, is M = hG; Im;Ex; Inti, where G = G1 ℄ G2,Im = (Im1[Im2)n(Ex1[Ex2), Ex = Ex1[Ex2 and Int = Int1[Int2.Figure 3 exempli�es module omposition.The denotation of a module is based on the denotation of itsgrammar, taking into aount its interfae:DEFINITION 10. The denotation of a grammar module M =hG; Im;Ex; Inti is [[M ℄℄m = h[[G℄℄fn; Im;ExiThe notion of observables is adapted to modules in the same vein: theobserved behavior of a module is the observed behavior of its grammaromponent, �ltered suh that only exported ategories an be observed.
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20 Shuly WintnerM1 : M2 : M1 dM2 :As : fSg fg fSgP : S ! NP VP S ! NP VPVP ! V VP ! VVP ! V NP VP ! V NPNP ! D N NP ! D NNP ! PN NP ! PN� : sleeps 7! fVg sleeps 7! fVgloves 7! fVg loves 7! fVgMary 7! fPNg Mary 7! fPNgJohn 7! fPNg John 7! fPNgthe 7! fDg the 7! fDgman 7! fNg man 7! fNgEx : fSg fNPg fS, NPgIm : fNPg ; ;Int : fV, VPg fD, N, PNg fV, VP,D, N, PNgFigure 3. Module ompositionDEFINITION 11. The observables of a module M = hG; Im;Ex; Intiare Ob(M; I) = fhw;Ai j [w; 0; A; jwj℄ 2 [[G℄℄fn(I) and A 2 ExgTrivially, the module semantis `[[�℄℄m' is orret with respet tothe above de�nition. Finally, a ombination operation on moduledenotations reets the interfae requirements:DEFINITION 12. If M1 = hG1; Im1; Ex1; Int1i and M2 =hG2; Im2; Ex2; Int2i are grammar modules, then[[M1℄℄m�[[M2℄℄m = h[[G1℄℄fn�[[G2℄℄fn; (Im1[Im2)n(Ex1[Ex2); Ex1[Ex2iSine module omposition is de�ned in terms of grammar union,the module semantis we suggest is trivially ompositional and fully-abstrat:
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 21THEOREM 12. If M1 = hG1; Im1; Ex1; Int1i and M2 =hG2; Im2; Ex2; Int2i are omposable then [[M1 d M2℄℄m = [[M1℄℄m �[[M2℄℄m.Proof.[[M1 dM2℄℄m = h[[G1 ℄G2℄℄fn; (Im1 [ Im2) n (Ex1 [Ex2); Ex1 [Ex2ide�nitions 9, 10= h[[G1℄℄fn � [[G2℄℄fn; (Im1 [ Im2) n (Ex1 [Ex2); Ex1 [Ex2iby theorem 10= [[M1℄℄m � [[M2℄℄mby de�nition 12THEOREM 13. For every two modules M1 = hG1; Im1; Ex1; Int1i,M2 = hG2; Im2; Ex2; Int2i, if every module that is omposable withM1 is also omposable with M2, and for every suh module M =hG; Im;Ex; Inti and set of items I, Ob(M dM1; I) = Ob(M dM2; I)then [[M1℄℄m = [[M2℄℄m.Proof. Sine every module that is omposable with M1 is also om-posable with M2, we have Ex1 = Ex2, Im1 = Im2 and V1 = V2. Theproof of theorem 11 an be extended to modules as follows: assumethat [[M1℄℄m 6= [[M2℄℄m but for every module M and set of items I,Ob(M dM1; I) = Ob(M dM2; I). Let G;x; y; y1; y2; I; J be as in theproof of theorem 11. Let M be the module hG; ;; fSg; fB1 ; B2gi. ThenOb(M1dM;J) 6= Ob(M2dM;J), ontraditing the assumption. Hene`[[�℄℄m' is fully-abstrat.Sine module omposition is de�ned in terms of grammar union andset union, some desirable properties of this operation an be easilyobserved (where `=' means that both sides are de�ned and equal, orboth are unde�ned):PROPOSITION 14. Module omposition is ommutative: M1 dM2 =M2 dM1.PROPOSITION 15. Module omposition is assoiative: (M1 dM2) dM3 =M1 d (M2 dM3).We onlude with a omprehensive example of three omposablemodules: M1, de�ning sentenes, M2, whih deals with noun phrases,and M3, whose purpose is to generate relative lauses (�gure 4). Aloser look at the internal ategories of eah module reveals the kind ofinformation enapsulation that is obtained by this approah: for exam-ple, the ategories D, N and PN are internal to the NP module (M2).They annot be aessed, or used, by any of the other two modules.
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22 Shuly WintnerThis is as if the internal struture of noun phrases is not available toother modules { althoughM1 does make use of the ategory NP, whihit imports. The denotation of M1 is thus dependent on noun phrases,imported from M2. In the same way, M2 depends on RC, importedfrom M3, and M3 imports the ategory S from M1.M1 : M2 : M3 :As : fSg ; ;P : S ! NP VP NP ! D N RC ! REL SVP ! V NP ! PNVP ! V NP NP ! D N RC� : sleeps 7! fVg John 7! fPNg that 7! fRELg� : loves 7! fVg Mary 7! fPNg who, � 7! fRELgthe 7! fDgman 7! fNgEx : fSg fNPg fRCgIm : fNPg fRCg fSgInt : fV, VPg fD, N, PNg fRELgFigure 4. Three grammar modulesObserve that M1 and M2 are omposable, sine Ex1 \Ex2 = fSg\fNPg = ;, Int1 \ V2 = fV, VPg \ fNP, D, N, PN, RCg = ; andInt2 \ V1 = fD, N, PNg \ fS, V, VP, NPg = ;. Their ompositionyields M1 dM2, depited in �gure 5. This, in turn, is omposable withM3; the result of this omposition yields (M1 dM2) dM3 (�gure 5).Notie that the same result would have been obtained by omputingM1 d (M2 dM3) (or, for that matter, (M1 dM3) dM2). Notie that(M1dM2)dM3 has an empty set of imported ategories. It is thereforeomplete, and does not depend on any additional, external information.6. ConlusionsThis paper de�nes modules in ontext-free grammars in a way thatis ompositional and fully-abstrat (with respet to grammar union, anatural grammar omposition operator). In ontrast to the standardde�nitions for the semantis of CFGs, our de�nition is suh that two
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Modular Context-Free Grammars 23M1 dM2 : (M1 dM2) dM3 :As : fSg fSgP : S ! NP VP S ! NP VPVP ! V VP ! VVP ! V NP VP ! V NPNP ! D N NP ! D NNP ! PN NP ! PNNP ! D N RC NP ! D N RCRC ! REL S� : sleeps, loves 7! fVg sleeps, loves 7! fVgJohn, Mary 7! fPNg John, Mary 7! fPNgthe 7! fDg the 7! fDgman 7! fNg man 7! fNgthat, who, � 7! fRELgEx : fS, NPg fRC, NP, SgIm : fRCg fgInt : fV, VP, D, N, PNg fREL, V, VP, D, N, PNgFigure 5. Composed modulesmodules are semantially equivalent if and only if they an be inter-hanged in every ontext. This gives a lear, mathematially sound wayfor omposing parts of grammars.CFGs are usually not onsidered a suitable model for natural lan-guages; rather, most linguisti theories use more powerful formalismssuh as (some variant of) uni�ation grammars. We believe that theresults reported on in this paper an be extended to the more expressivedomain. We have shown elsewhere (Wintner, 1999a) that a funtionalsemantis, similar to the one de�ned here, is ompositional and fully-abstrat for uni�ation grammars, and we are urrently developing amodel for modularity in this framework.AknowledgementsThis researh was supported a post-dotoral fellowship from the Insti-tute for Researh in Cognitive Siene, University of Pennsylvania, andby the Israel Siene Foundation (grant number 136/01-1).
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